


This week we will be focusing on Fractions. 

Today you will be answering Reasoning questions to do with Equivalent Fractions. 

Remember Equivalent means they are the same as…

*
Please see the attached sheet. 

Reasoning to be completed in your 
Maths Book.

** 
Please see the attached sheet. 

Reasoning to be completed in your 
Maths Book.

***
Please see the attached sheet. 

Investigation and Reasoning to be 
completed in your Maths Book.



This week we will be focusing on persuasive language and using it in a variety of texts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrApWTjA0dQ

Today you will write a letter to your Father who is the King persuading him to let you attend the VE Street Party in London.

*
This would have been a once in a lifetime 
opportunity for the Queen so she would have been 
incredibly persuasive!

Use the points you wrote yesterday to structure the 
paragraphs in your persuasive letter to the King. 
Remember to include evidence / reasons from your 
list in each paragraph to extend your ideas as much 
as possible. 

There is a writing frame attached to help you and a 
list of persuasive language you could use.

** and ***
This would have been a once in a lifetime opportunity for 
the Queen so she would have been incredibly persuasive!

Use the points you wrote yesterday to structure the 
paragraphs in your persuasive letter to the King. 
Remember to include evidence / reasons from your list in 
each paragraph to extend your ideas as much as possible. 

Use the attached resources to help include persuasive 
language in your letter.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrApWTjA0dQ


There are two options for today’s task:

Option A: Make a cupcake 
box

Print out the net for a box, decorate 
it and assemble to make a cupcake 
box for a VE celebration. 

If you don’t have a printer use a 
ruler and a pencil to measure and 
draw out the net on the back of a 
cereal or cardboard box. Decorate it 
and then assemble!

Enjoy!

Option B: Create a Ration 
Book

Food was limited during the war (a 
bit like during our lockdown!) 
Therefore the Government decided to 
make sure people had access to the 
same amount. This was called 
Rationing. 
Look at the this website 
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.u
k/war/rationing2.html
Can you make one for our 
Coronavirus Lock Down?
How many toilet rolls should your 
family be entitled to? Pasta/Rice etc? 

Create one for the week ahead and 
see if you stick to it!

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/rationing2.html

